Tektronix TSG-300 Component
Television Generator - used (00034
- R)

£79.99
Professional Broadcasting Equipment Tektronix TSG-300 Component Television Generator used (00034 - R) The Tektronix TSG300 is a precision, multiformat Analog Component Test
Signal Generator. The comprehensive test signal complement includes commonly used test
signals as well as special signals designed specifically for analog component equipment and
systems.Operation in 525/60 and 625/50 is a standard feature.Precision digital signal generation
ensures the accuracy and stability of the TSG300 test signals.10 bit digital-to-analog conversion
at 13.5 MS/s, even in the color difference channels, allows full bandwidth testing of GBR
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condition
- We have not tested the unit in any way. Everything you see in the photos is included.Dimensions
Not including the Power Cable (Unless otherwise stated) Please see our other items for other Weight
Vintage and Rare broadcast equipment, including more Technics, Rogers and much more! Ref
00034 Shipping costs: Prices quoted for shipping by courier are based on delivery to England &
Wales only. Highlands, Ireland, and Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to bidding.
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We will combine P&P where we can.If you are
buying multiple items, please do the 'buy it now' part but do not proceed to payment. We will

